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Committed to sustainable development

We have the right tools to
handle this particularly
difficult time and the major
global transformation
underway.
We shall continue to pursue
the goal of improving our
quality of life and that of the
future generations.

This entire year has been full of a multitude of challenges
the world over. Once in a century kind of event that had
impact on nations and their respective populace so
heavily. Economies and businesses are in doldrums, still
waiting for concrete and continuative recovery. The entire
humanity seems to be scared of consequences in the
immediate future. Piaggio could not remain isolated from
the impact of these global happenings. However, “when
the going gets tough, the tough get going” goes the
saying.
In line with this thought and deep positive intent, we at
Piaggio, as true leaders, both at the global as well as the
local level, went out to look for opportunities in these
difficulties. While ensuring safety and health for all and in
compliance to the government notifications on the
subject, one such opportunity which we seized during
this period is the launch of the electric versions of our
automobiles. This initiative has given us the necessary
traction in the domestic marketplace and is expected to
give us the first mover advantage.
Our Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) function too
has ensured a pointed focus on reaching out to the
beneficiaries who continue to be deeply affected by the
ongoing pandemic spreading unabated. The CSR Team,
volunteers along with the associated partners and
Piaggio dealers have worked relentlessly. From reducing
gloom from the lives of people deprived of their livelihood
during the pandemic to ensuring continuity in the
education and creative engagement of children who were
deprived of their schooling during the pandemic, the CSR
Team has initiated various new activities while sustaining
contribution to the earlier ones.

Diego Graffi
Chairman & Managing Director

I congratulate the entire CSR Team, Piaggio volunteers
along with the associated partners and Piaggio dealers
for their yeoman efforts during this tough period even
times risking their own safety and well-being to ensure the
well-being of the deprived ones.
I am aware, that there is no amount of resource which is
ever enough to meet all the needs and requirements of all.
However, within the available means and resources at our
disposal, the reach ensured by the CSR Team is
commendable. I encourage the entire CSR Team to
further the cause of universal contribution to the society at
large.
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Driven by Piaggio’s
code of business conduct and ethics

PVPL’s CSR model is based on Piaggio Group's Code of
Ethics. Sustainability forms the cornerstone of our mission:
economic, product, environmental, and social. Despite
challenges, we shall continue to be driven by our
sustainability plans to fulfil our responsibility towards all our
stakeholders.
Pooja Bansal
Head, Human Resources – Piaggio India

The times are tough indeed. All of us are
undertaking a balancing act, as if walking on
a tight rope, by ensuring that our respective
responsibilities are discharged to the fullest while
the resources are deployed optimally.
Year 2020 brought about profound changes in
society, touching every individual life in one way or
the other. Organizations were forced to rediscover
themselves. At Piaggio, as always, we were quick to
adapt to the never-before challenges and protect
our employees and our community. We reworked
the company’s functional models, putting the health
and safety needs of our employees and their
families’ front and centre.
As per the Objectives and Values specified in Part 01
as well as the Company Commitments for
Community as laid down in Part 03 of the Piaggio’s
Code of Business Conduct and Ethics, Piaggio India
initiated a set of new activities which would partially
fulfil the need of the hour. The cornerstone of our
objectives are economic sustainability, product
sustainability, environmental sustainability, and
social sustainability.
As Head CSR at Piaggio India, I take pride in
recognizing that the entire CSR Team with the
unstinted support from its volunteers, CSR Partners
and Piaggio dealers, have been able to overcome
challenges posed by the pandemic and bring relief
to a subset of severely deprived members of our
population.

responsibly during these challenging times,
discharged its duties and contributed immensely to
cause of universal well-being. Feedback received
from beneficiaries across the country are a
testimony of the value Piaggio has been able to
create and embed in their hearts and minds. The
underlying challenges as well as the small words of
appreciation act as a huge motivator for the entire
CSR Team to continue to contribute furthermore to
the cause.
I am certain, with the unwavering support and
encouragement from Piaggio India Leadership, the
entire CSR Team shall strive to meet the
organizational CSR expectations as well as those of
the ultimate beneficiaries.
I have great honour and pride to present to you, this
Piaggio India CSR Report, 2020-21 with an earnest
request to all of you to take the necessary CSR
initiative of
contributing to
this cause in any
manner as
deemed fit by
you.

The entire CSR Team while acting and behaving
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CSR initiatives 2020-2021: At a glance
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Support for the deprived class of society

Daily earners were deprived of their livelihood. Assuaging hunger and ensuring
health were the primary concerns. Each ration kit was meant to sustain a family of
four for at least two months. A few auto drivers ensured delivery of essential
services. They were grateful for the support they received to make them all feel
safer.

Support for the families of auto drivers
A large part of our society works in the hand-tomouth mode. Daily earnings is what brings to them
and their families the daily meals they need. Any
disruption in their work processes can trigger a
situation of starvation for them and the families.
During the pandemic, auto drivers were one of those
worst affected, especially when the lockdown was
enforced. With their automobiles shut, the auto
drivers were deprived of their daily livelihood in their
respective homes and soon the starvation situation
began setting in. Piaggio CSR Team got into action.
Dry ration kits were organized by the Piaggio CSR
Team across 14 states of the country with the
support from Piaggio sales & service teams, the kits
were distributed through 115 locations. Active
participation and support of Piaggio dealers was
ensured at the local level in all the 115 locations. This
dry ration kit ensured the sustenance of the food
requirement for 2 months of 11,000 auto driver
families (owning an auto-rickshaw of any brand) and
thereby positively impacting a population of over
45,000 people.
Some of the auto-drivers were engaged in providing
essential services during the lockdown period. This
was putting them into grave health risks. Piaggio, in
collaboration with an NGO, Save the Children
provided hygiene kits (that included masks, face
shields, soaps, water bottles, sanitizers, and gloves)
to 500 auto drivers in Pune.

It was our pleasure to closely work with
Piaggio to distribute the dry ration kits to the
needy. While many others expressed their
gratitude. We really appreciate this
broadmindedness and congratulate
Piaggio for this timely action.

Kamal Mustafa
East Venice Autos, Venice Motors, Alleppey
and Kottayam, Kerala

A shining example, among these 500 auto driver
beneficiaries was Ms. Chhaya Ovhal, who was
felicitated by the Honourable Mayor of Pune, for

transporting two pregnant women to a hospital
when there was no other transport available. After
having gone through the comforting experience of
using the health kit, Ms. Chhaya confirmed that
“Now all of us, including drivers and passengers,
feel much safer and we now know how to ensure
safety for all those around us.”
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Support for the deprived class of society

Support for the families of migrant workers
Sudden closure of operations across the
economic strata of the country due to
lockdown threw the entire system of
sustenance of daily earning migrant workers
in disarray. This led to gross insecurity and
panic amongst them and their family
members.
Piaggio, once again lived up to the situation
through its CSR Team. Dry ration kits were
supplied to the families of 500 migrant
workers who were stranded in Baramati
without money or food. This initiative
impacted over 2,500 family members.

Support for the daily earners at
civil construction sites
Dry ration kits were also supplied to unemployed
and unsupported workers at various civil
construction sites in Pune with benefit getting
extended to at least 300 families and about 1500 of
their family members. So were 140 caregiver
families of orphaned children in Pune.

Support for sanitation workers
Sanitation workers were providing one of the most
critical services of keeping our surroundings clean
and hygienic and were amongst the true frontline
warriors during this crisis of pandemic. They were
hugely risking their own safety and health. To ensure
their safety, Piaggio distributed 100 PPE kits along
with essential supplies to them which contributed to
ensuring a feeling of caring and safety amongst
them and their families. This initiative had a very
good positive impact on over 6,000 people.

onslaught of the pandemic. The infrastructure as
well as their readiness appeared grossly
inadequate. In Baramati, Piaggio stepped in quickly
for the timely supply of medical equipment including
semi-ICU beds, oxygen cylinder trolleys, ECG
machines and PPE kits that were required for setting
up a 40-bed isolation centre.
The district government hospital in Aundh, Pune
provided COVID Care for 200 patients a day. Piaggio
provided essential equipment and consumables for
this care. This hospital played an important role in
creating awareness amongst masses about the
pandemic and the measures to control its spread.
Piaggio supported this by supplying essential
equipment to run a sustained awareness drive.

Support for hospitals
While the hospitals were the last hope for many, they
were just not geared to deal with such a huge
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Anmol Drishti - Healthy eyesight for road safety

Good eyesight is not only about being
healthy, but it is also about overall safety
of all on the roads. The targeted plan is to
screen a minimum of 50,000 drivers and
other transportation workers by March
31, 2022.

Support for the families of auto drivers
A study conducted by an NGO alarmingly revealed
that out of 20,000 transport workers, including 6,905
drivers of heavy and light commercial vehicles, 25%
of them could not see the traffic signs that were
within a distance of 20 to 30 metres away.
A similar survey by our NGO partner VisionSpring
also revealed that many of the drivers (68%) had
never got their eyes tested while obtaining or
renewing their driving license, while 43% confirmed
blurred vision as the primary challenge while driving.

due to poor eyesight of the transport workers.
The pandemic brought about a lull in transport
business as well. Piaggio seized this as an
opportunity to address this critical issue of healthy
vision and in association with two NGOs i.e.
VisionSpring and Sight savers India and with the
participation and support from Piaggio dealers,
conducted eye-camps at various locations in India.

It is estimated that India has more than 5 million
commercial and 1.2 million public transport
vehicles. Correcting the vision of even a small
proportion of the drivers, who ply these vehicles, can
have a huge positive impact on thousands of
families of not only the transport workers but also the
families of other fellow travelers who could be at risk

These eye-camps commenced on December 1,
2020, and were conducted initially in the states of
Jharkhand, Odisha, Maharashtra and Andhra
Pradesh. At every camp, the participants were
educated about basics of eye-care. After screening,
those who needed were given the eyeglasses free.
Those who needed a different prognosis were
counselled about the next course of action needed
on their part including cataract surgeries.
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Anmol Drishti Healthy eyesight for road safety

Thanks to this camp, I got my normal eyesight
back. I have been suffering from headache
and blurred vision since a longtime now.
Though the eye-glasses now have helped me
regain my near normal eyesight, the doctors at
the camp informed me that I also have a
cataract problem. They also suggested where
I can go to get the surgery done.
Syam, 50 Auto driver, Vellore

I have been driving my auto for quite some time now, but I never realized I was slowly developing some
eyesight problem. Thanks to this camp that I now know about the same and can take the necessary
precautionary measure. I am really impressed by the care they take at the camp, alongside all COVID
related precautions. I strongly feel that every driver must take benefit of this camp, before, God forbid,
an accident happens because of some eye problem.
Savitri, 37 Auto driver, Tirupati

While I experience blur in my eye-vision for quite some time now, I did not know specifically that, I had
a near-vision problem. I am so happy now when I wear these free eye-glasses and can see clearly the
objects near to me. The doctors at the camp also advised me on how to take care of my overall health. I
am grateful and fortunate that I could reap the benefit of this camp.
Gangadhar Jena, 45
Auto driver, Keonjhar

To be honest, when we first heard about the camp, we took it would be some sort of a publicity. Then,
we saw and realized how professionally it was organized. Thereafter, once the word spread, so many
people got benefited from the camp. Now we are keen and look forward to working closely with
Piaggio for more such camps.
Sameer Khan
Dealer, ATC Wheels, Aurangabad

After I broke my pair of eyeglasses a few months ago, I was
dejected and was desperately in need of a new pair. Thanks to
this camp, I could get my eyes tested and also got a new pair of
glasses, all for free.
Chanchaiyah, 60
Auto driver, Vellore
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SHIKSHA SE SAMRIDDHI
Lending a supportive hand for higher education

73% of students abandon their education before they reach the higher education stage, many
of them for want of finance. The COVID crisis had further worsened this scenario. Piaggio
once again looked at this as an immense opportunity to begin remedying the situation
through an elaborate scholarship programme, powered and managed in a big way primarily
by Piaggio’s volunteers.

Government statistics state that, about 73 out of
every 100 eligible students across the country drop
out of their respective schools before they would
even think to commence their higher education i.e.,
about 17% before class 8, 24% before class 10 and
32% before class 12.
The most common
reason (57%) is
financial i.e., either
the family cannot
afford higher
education, or the
student is required
to work to earn
money in order to
support the family.
This problem is
further aggravated
in situations like
the current crisis,
where families
dependent on
daily earnings and face a drastic reduction in their
daily income.
In collaboration with an enabling platform,
Buddy4Study, Piaggio has embarked upon a
scholarship programme to counsel and support
deserving students and their parents to undertake
higher education. Launched on October 2, 2020,
Shiksha se Samriddhi is initially aimed for the benefit
of the community of auto and light commercial
vehicle (LCV) drivers.

have scored at least 55% marks in class 12.
Scholarship is given only to those with annual family
income below 3,00,000. The claims made by the
beneficiary in this regard, needs to be supported
adequately by documentary evidence.
Students are given a facility to register and upload
their relevant
documents online.
In the present
times, with most
educational
institutions closed,
it has been a
greater challenge
t o g e t t h e
n e c e s s a r y
documents for
verification. Yet,
Piaggio’s CSR
volunteers and the
Buddy4Study
team have been
doing a tremendous job of systematically reviewing
the documents and interviewing candidates across
the length and breadth of the country

The scholarship amount as of now, covers 80% of
the annual fees subject to a maximum of 20,000.
The other conditions include that the student must
have already enrolled for the fulltime studies in a
graduation, technical or vocational course and must

So far, 600 students have been short-listed for this
programme and 200 of them have been selected.
Subject to the fulfilment of specific criteria on
educational performance, the scholarship thus,
awarded to them, can be continued for a further
period until the completion of their graduation. The
funds provided to the students under this
programme will be directly transferred to their
beneficiary accounts. Students covered by this
scholarship programme will be mentored by
volunteers from the CSR Team, who will also monitor
their progress on a continual basis.
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MAKING THE INVISIBLES VISIBLE
Helping children in street gain legal identity, skillset

Children in street, always the exploited invisibles, most unfortunately, are the first ones to
bear the brunt of any crisis. The idea is to give them a life of dignity and opportunity to reestablish their identity and to provide them enough skills for their selfsustenance.

The UNICEF defines street children “as anyone
under the age of 18 who either lives or works on the
street”. They may also be the children of homeless
street families.

gain better access to their rightful benefits and
entitlements especially through a host of
government schemes. It was also envisaged that
they are provided with appropriate skilling
opportunities and not only help them unlock their
hidden potential but also enable them to be a
productive citizen of the country, living with dignity
and high self-esteem.

According to a 2019 study by our partner NGO, Save
the Children, there are more than 76,700 children in
street situation (CiSS) in the cities of Agra, Greater
Mumbai, Nashik, and Pune. These children are
highly vulnerable to forced labour, trafficking, sexual
abuse, and exploitation. They are often pushed into
robbery, begging, drug peddling, boot-legging and
other such activities.

This project started in November 2020 and is
expected to benefit about 8000 children directly, and
about 60,000 of their family members and
community members indirectly. About 80 officials of

These children, often described as the “invisibles”,
have been worst affected by the pandemic.

the government and allied bodies are participating
in this project.

Piaggio took this bold initiative to ensure a life of
dignity for these children. The starting point was to
help them acquire a legal identity, so that they could

Piaggio India strongly believes that it is project
initiatives like these, which will contribute to the true
social transformation in the country.
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“This project will truly benefit the CiSS, by helping
them get a legal identity and linking that identity to
various government schemes. The Postal
Department has taken the lead to support this
project.”
Dattatrey Lopandhalkar
PRO, Dept of Posts, Pune

“This is a much-needed project in order to ensure
protecting children’s rights. This will truly help the
highly vulnerable children and youth. The
Department of Women and Child Development,
Maharashtra is happy to support this project in every
possible way.”
Manisha Beraris
Program Manager, DWCD, Maharashtra
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If water exists, the future may exist

Constant erratic cycles of excessive rain in one part of the world coupled with extreme
drought situation in another part raises challenges further aggravated by drastic
environment abuse. The farming ecosystems faces the major brunt of this gross
uncertainty in a populous country which is largely an agrarian economy.

Farmer families in Maharashtra’s Baramati region
have for long been the beneficiaries of Piaggio’s
watershed management interventions. These
measures have helped many to turn their lives
around. These continuing projects in watershed
management help them to mitigate the impact of
uncertain weather conditions on one hand and
increase their productivity on the other. While
conserving biodiversity, it further endeavours to
stabilize and enhance nature based livelihood and
improve the overall quality of life for the common
citizen.

Because of the COVID crisis, activities that were to
be completed under this project by March 2020 got
stretched until September 2020.

water storage, and recharging of groundwater levels
in all villages.
Till March 2021, various need-based and locally
suitable watershed development interventions
have been implemented at a number of villages in
the Baramati block of Pune District.

Training in natural resource
management
Water budgeting
Residents of each village were trained to assess the

demand and supply of water. While the supply
comes from the total rainfall, demand comes from
irrigation, drinking, household use, livestock,
industrial use, etc. After accounting for losses, there
could be a deficit or a surplus.

Work continued in 7 of the 10 villages, where the
watershed development work has been taken up. In
all, 11,195 hectares of total watershed area has been
successfully covered, yielding 5,311 million litres of

The training enabled the community to use this
water budget to decide on the cropping pattern
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Water management
Once there is clarity about the water budget, it is
easier to assess how much water is available for
irrigation, based on the current cropping pattern and
the total area under each crop. Now, it is time to think
about the difference in water requirement if one were
to follow the traditional furrow method as against
modern techniques like drip and sprinkler. As they
learnt during the training, if the farmers chose the
latter, there would be enormous water saving. Thus,
water management boils down to making prudent
use of the budgeted availability of water.

Other programmes
• Advantages of water-saving irrigation methods
like micro irrigation technology
• Adapting cropping pattern to suit unpredictable
climate
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• Horticulture plantation for higher returns per unit
area
• Each home fostering trees to build a green village.
The training programs on water budgeting and
managing natural resources were completed in
five villages: Gadikhel, Vanjarwadi, Parwadi,
Jaradwadi and Gojubawi, covering 12 improved
crop demonstration plots. The farmers observed
how mulching improved productivity of Maize,
Bengal gram, Groundnut and other popular crops.
Thirty acres of horticulture comprising Guava,
Jamun, Custard apple, Lemon, Mango and
Pomegranate helped boost income for the farmers.
Drip irrigation (as against traditional flood irrigation)
across 10 acres clearly helped save about
35% of water.
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“The training provided on water management and
budgeting was an eye opener for most of the
learners. Just like how it is important to manage food
ration at home, we realized how lack of water
management led to water shortage during summer
months. This led to the discussion on how to use
water cautiously and save it for the dry periods.
Suggestions came from the participants viz.
avoiding borewell digging, encouraging 100% use
of drip and sprinkler irrigation, refraining from
growing water intensive crops viz. sugarcane,
banana, etc. and switching to crops and vegetables
that need less water.”

“I provided a half acre of my land to vine
vegetable–bitter gourd. In 70 days, the creeper
started fruition and I sold over 28 quintals for over 3
months during the rabbi season. My produce
fetched me a profit of 73,000. Else, without the
appropriate guidance which I received during my
interactions, I would have otherwise invested in
sowing chickpeas or wheat and the expenses would
have been much higher, let alone the physical work
and furthermore, hugely eroding my estimated
profit.”
Gorakh Dhanaji Gawade
Farmer, Parwadi

Manisha Jadhav
Ex-Sarpanch, Gojubavi
“The soil and water conservation work in the village
has enhanced the level of water table
underground and we now have water in our wells
even during the dry summer season. I
experimented and bought four cows for 1,60,000
and dedicated 2 acres of my 7-acre farmland
for fodder. Now, I sell 60 to 70 litres of milk every day
and earn 1700 to 1800. This is much
more than what I used to earn by just sowing bajra or
corn. This has also ensured increased
income for me from multiple sources and thereby
reduced my dependence on the farmland
alone.”
Dnyandev Waman Bankar
Farmer, Undawadi KP
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Confined to home,
education strives to stay afloat online

Suddenly having to shift online was a huge challenge for both teachers and students. It was
worse for those who did not have access to the internet. The only option seemingly was to
learn and adapt fast.

As the pandemic lockdown forced schools to pull
down the shutters, suddenly education seemed to
become available only to those who had access to
smartphones and the internet. While that largely
appeared as the scene in several villages, Piaggio
together with its NGO partners were resolute to help
students and teachers both to adapt to the situation
and minimize disruption.
The challenge was to not only ensure that the
pandemic induced safety measures were to be
observed, but a bigger challenge was to ensure that
the school-going children, who were confined to the
four walls of the house and were not allowed to
venture out for play, needed to be engaged
creatively over longer periods.
The innovative initiatives taken by Piaggio in
association with its partnering NGOs were largely
successful in dealing with these challenges.

Barakhadi Express

Barakhadi Express took up the task of
preparing students and teachers for the digital
learning era.
Teachers were trained in the use of digital resources
so that they could take up online educational
activities effectively. The main purpose was to brief
them about the principles and practices of digital
pedagogy. They were also encouraged to explore
various methodologies involving digital media to
impart education, while sticking to their preferred
teaching styles.
Teachers had the opportunity to learn 15 digital skills
(ranging from setting up a mobile hotspot tomaking
videos) over a 5-day workshop.
A video-making competition was organized, where
teachers prepared their own videos on any topic that
was a part of the school curriculum. These videos
then became a part the Barakhadi Express mobile
library for exchange across multiple beneficiaries.

In normal times, Barakhadi (set of alphabets)
Express, Piaggio’s mobile library, used to carry a
good collection of books (more than 1,500 at a time)
of interest to children, teachers, and
parents. It catered to the reading needs of more than
70 schools in 50-plus villages, covering at
least two locations in a day. Apart from exchange of
books, wherever it went, the Barakhadi
Express became the focal point of several allied
activities viz. storytelling, drawing, quizzes, and
debates. However, with schools remaining shut, the
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Online test platform

Offline workbook

With the help and support from the same teachers,
the Barakhadi Express team created an online test
platform using Google Forms. There were questions
on various subjects including general knowledge
and Marathi grammar. The students who completed
the tests successfully were awarded online
certificates. So far, more than 6,000 students have
participated in the tests and received their
certificates.

There existed this large section of learners and
teachers who did not have access to online learning
resources. Again, the teachers along with their full
help and support facilitated the Barakhadi Express
team prepare an action-packed activity workbook.

All this was possible for all those children and
teachers who has access to smartphones and other
smart devices for creation of and access to the
digital content. However, there was a large section of
children and their teachers who were not privileged
to get this access. Low bandwidth at certain
locations further aggravated this challenge. Piaggio
and its associate NGOs were resolute enough to
recognize that there existed an opportunity hidden
in each one of the innumerable numbers of
difficulties encountered by them.

A few places, where schools were opened for
whatever small duration, various competitions were
organized amongst the students and these creative
workbooks were given away as prizes and gifts.
Places where such competitions could not be
organized, the library coordinators there connected
to Barakhadi Express and visited students' homes to
distribute the workbooks. It was so heartening to see
that not only the students but the parents as well
were encouraged to participate in the workbook
activities together. This precisely was the
endeavour. This intense feeling of togetherness
triggered amongst the members of the household
created a great emotional bond amongst each
other.
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This was much desired and needed, especially
during this challenging and panic-stricken
environment of the pandemic.
As an integral part of this initiative, the teachers
also prepared weekly worksheets for all such
students who did not have access to online
education. These worksheets had sets of
questions on Marathi, English, and Mathematics
for each day of the week. Students enjoyed
completing these worksheets at home. The
creative and engaging format of these
worksheets once again ensured the students’
enhanced levels of engagement thereby partially
easing the stress on the parents of dealing with
their children having so much of free time which
otherwise would have been consumed by the
regular schooling.

Spreading COVID awareness
During the entire pandemic period, COVID
specific behaviour was prescribed by not only
the
health experts but also the scientists working in
the area. The lockdown rules and regulation also
specified the same in their respective
notifications issued by the
appropriate government
bodies from time to time.
Staying safe at home was
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only one of the steps necessary to keep COVID at
bay.
An online quiz was put together by Barakhadi
Express for testing the awareness amongst the
students regarding the COVID specific
behaviour. The idea was to not only test their
knowledge on the topic but also to enable them
to upgrade the same through the various
questions put to them through the quiz. All those
students who did well in the quiz got an ecertificate.
The activity that facilitated COVID awareness
amongst the society was the online painting
competition on “Education in COVID-19”. This
activity became very popular amongst the
children where they were asked to pictorially
depict the challenges and opportunities brought
in by the pandemic. This was a creative way not
only to test awareness of the dos and don’ts
during the lockdown but also through these
paintings the students ended up spreading
awareness amongst the members of their
household. So many students from all grades
enthusiastically participated in this competition.
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Laboratory on wheels
The mitigating of challenges of creatively engaging
the students were further extended by Piaggio
through the launch of very innovative initiatives
which involved both the teachers as well as the
partnering NGOs.
The Mobile Science Laboratory (MSL), in the form of
an automobile van as well as its Lab on Bike (LOB)
version, aimed at sparking curiosity, nurture
creativity, and instil confidence in government
school teachers and children. Each laboratory van
was loaded with science models and low-cost
experiments. Children were encouraged t o
demonstrate their curiosity by ask questions, and
further explore the various facets of knowledge
using their own sensory perceptions and a rational
frame of mind.
The COVID pandemic has changed the paradigms
of learning and moved it to online platforms.
Activities pertaining to art and craft and low-cost
model making are now facilitated using

has successfully fostered the competency of
creativity and innovation within most of the
stakeholders.
Apart from all these activities organized for the
students and schoolteachers, a focused 15-day
capacity building program Shikshana was
conducted for the instructors during the summer
vacation. They were encouraged to form study
groups and conduct sessions to share and
exchange the knowledge and best teaching
practices especially on the Physics, Chemistry and
Biology.
This collaborative effort on the part of teachers
enabled a healthy exchange of their knowledge and
its resultant enrichment. Furthermore, the teachers
were able to understand, learn and acquire best
teaching practices in order to ensure a better
teaching learning experience in the session they
were to conduct for their students.
This way, Piaggio was able to facilitate the
perpetuation of the truism “there is no amount of
teaching which is complete, unless learning takes
place.”

WhatsApp video groups. Explore, Play and Learn
(EPL) sessions over Zoom, Google Meet and
WhatsApp enable learning in the context of daily life
situations using domestic household materials. This

Teaching-learning in the digital space is only a new
medium to facilitate this aspect to materialize in
reality.
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“Teaching science online was difficult especially for grades 5 to 7. They had to gain a good
understanding of the basic concepts in science. Mobile Science Lab instructors conducted online
classes and taught in a simple language, using low-cost models. The concepts of speed, time and
distance were taught using toy cars and the students were intrigued, which facilitated learning”
Kalpana Potekar
Teacher, Baramati Nagar Parishad School No. 2

“Science fair was an amazing initiative in which children participated actively and showcased
their projects. It rekindled their enthusiasm for learning. The online sessions were also
engaging, and the instructors used easily available materials to make models and show the
science behind in a practical manner.”
Sandeep Phadtare
Parent, S. S. M. High School, Malegaon

“The teacher explains to us all the concepts and gives practical examples that help us to understand
the concepts well. I liked how they explained the concept of magnetism. The teacher also explained
the North and South poles and their effects on us through interesting activities.”
Sarthak Jadhav
Student, Z. P. School, Pahunewadi

“The students in my school belong to pastoral community and do not have access to gadgets
like the schools in other villages. They were so excited and overwhelmed when they received
workbooks and I felt reassured that they will not lose touch with their studies during lockdown.”
Kailas Pawar
Teacher, Z. P. School, Laxminagar, Korhale
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“During the lockdown, both children and parents would while away time mostly in front of the TV or by
playing mobile games. But Barakhadi Express gave us the opportunity to keep everyone creatively
busy. Initially the teachers were cynical about the response. But thanks to the efforts of the Barakhadi
Express Team, soon around 600 students were participating in the online activities. It was like a giant
wave of enthusiasm that spread across the whole Baramati block. We even had participants from
outside Baramati. The parents too were enthusiastic that their children were being kept
constructively busy and thus they too involved and engaged themselves along with their children in
those activities.
Bhauso Atole
Teacher, Z.P. Primary School, 29phata

“Initially when the lockdown was announced we were not prepared for the new normal. The students
had not experienced online classes and even the instructors were not aware on how to conduct
lessons online. Agastya, Piaggio’s NGO partner, organized training for instructors on how to take
online classes for students. But the response from the students was not enthusiastic. We organized a
summer camp which had art and crafts sessions to increase participation. We also requested the
schoolteachers to join the online sessions and to encourage the students to participate. Slowly,
participation increased. We supplemented the online lessons with practical demonstrations using
low-cost models. It was heartening to see the students presenting nearly 50 different projects during
the online fair conducted on National Science Day, February 28, 2021.”
Jahida Shaikh
Instructor, Agastya International Foundation
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School infrastructure upgrade: slowed, yet steady
Good education infrastructure especially in the rural
part of the country has remained a challenge for last
several decades. No amount of resources ever
appear to be enough to mitigate this challenge.
Piaggio CSR in its own way, while recognizing this
challenge has already embarked upon an ambitious
plan to contribute to this area through its ongoing
Model School Programme.
Though the pace has been slowed down by the
pandemic, Piaggio continues to transform schools
that require better infrastructure, better learning
tools and methodology, or both.
During the year ending March 31, 2021,
infrastructure work was carried out at three schools
benefiting 275 students in all.

I am so happy that our school has a new toilet unit now. Earlier, there was only one functional toilet for
girls and female teachers, and it didn’t have running water. The new one is big. It also has separate
hand-washing stations, so our uniforms won’t get dirty like before when we had to use water from our
bottles.
Mitali Kate
Student, Class 7, Limtek School

“Earlier, due to lack of space, two classrooms had to be some distance away from the main school
building. There was no clear boundary and the presence of two liquor shops nearby, made the
situation more precarious for the children as well as the teachers. Parents did not want to send their
children to such an unsafe school. Piaggio stepped in to help us by constructing two classrooms.
Then the gram panchayat gave us space for a new campus. Two more classrooms supported by the
Zilla Parishad are now under construction. Thanks to Piaggio, our school is now a model school and
the pride of the people of Supa. As a result of this development the student enrolment in this school
has now increased.”
Sachin Lawande
Teacher, Z P Primary School, Supa No. 2
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Skilling to cope with difficult and
challenging times

While higher education remains a challenge for women, even men need help to pick up
newer skills viz. digital skills. The need has been accelerated by the current situation of
uncertainty.

Enabling and empowering
women

30% of the population lives in slum communities
which is hugely deprived of the benefits brought in
by the digital world.

Piaggio continues to support academically
outstanding, but financially challenged girls to
pursue engineering courses. In addition to their
main engineering course, the support extends to
training programmes in soft skill development,
spoken English, health awareness, self-defense,
and career advancement. The objective of this
project by Piaggio is to enable and empower the
girls to develop themselves into a self-confident,
self-driven and financially independent young
women.

Piaggio embarked upon amending this situation.
The goal was ambitious i.e., to achieve 100% basic
digital literacy in Pune under the National Digital
Literacy Mission. Joining hands with Pune City
Connect and the Pune Municipal Corporation in
pushing for this goal, Piaggio has sponsored three
digital literacy centres in Pune at Warje, Bhavani
Peth and Parvati slum areas.

So far, 19 girls completed their engineering course
in 2019, 12 will be completing the engineering
course by August 2021, while 23 more will complete
their engineering by August 2022.
In the developing or under-developed world, it is
said that when one girl gets well educated, she is
then able to contribute actively to the future growth
and development of two families: one where she’s
born and the other where she’s married.

The objective is to empower each beneficiary to use
digital tools to search for information, utilize eservices, undertake cashless transactions, and
participate in social media. So far, through these
centres, a total of 3,523 beneficiaries have been
empowered digitally since 2017.
This is certainly not enough by any standards.
However, the journey continues.

It’s with this intense motivation, Piaggio continues to
support this endeavour of women enablement and
empowerment.

Digital empowerment
The world has turned digital, so has India to a large
extent. The neo-metro city like Pune has one of the
largest prevalence of digital awareness.
However, even in the city of Pune, a large chunk i.e.,
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Digital empowerment success stories
Vaishnavi Aware
A graduate, Vaishnavi (21) lives with her husband and father-in-law. Her husband has a wall print shop.
Immediately after completing the course from Dattawadi Centre, Vaishnavi started using the internet to
discover new wall print designs for her husband’s shop. Recently, Vaishnavi started filling government exam
forms and other citizen facilitation services for her customers. She operates from her husband’s shop. She
has also made good use of Google Pay as it facilitated most of her transactions seamlessly during the
lockdown.
Dipak Khalipe
Thirty-year old Dipak was also a student at the Dattawadi centre. A schoolteacher, Dipak lives with his wife
and his two children. While he had some basic knowledge, Dipak was pushed to learn more when his school
classes were forced to go online during the lockdown. Dipak has now mastered Google Meet and he
conducts his classes online with confidence.
Sarang Lonkar
Sarang Lonkar was a student at the Bhawani Peth centre. Having completed his BCA degree, he was looking
for a job, while pursuing a digital marketing course. Sarang realized that he could start his own business
instead of looking for a job. He considered opening up an e-seva kendra – the citizen facilitation centre, to be
a good entrepreneurship opportunity. Sarang started his own digital service agency at home. He uses
WhatsApp effectively to promote his business.
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Boosting industrial education, partnering
ITI, Jamkhed

The industrial training institutes play a key role in preparing the youth to keep the wheels of
the industry turning. A partnership with an industry major makesthis process even more
productive.

India has more than 14,300 Industrial Training
Institutes (ITIs) that are playing an important role in
preparing the youth to handle the varied
requirements of industries. Of these, more than
2,200 are government-run. The government plans to
transform most of these into centres of excellence in
terms of capabilities and knowhow through a
private-public partnership (PPP).
Recently ITI, Jamkhed invited Piaggio Vehicles
Pvt Ltd (Piaggio India) to be an industrial partner.
Accordingly, Piaggio India is now chairing the
Internal Management Committee that is
leading the process of upgrading the institute in
terms of equipment, resources, and expertise.
ITI Jamkhed was set up in 1984. Spread over a 16acre campus, the institute offers eight courses to
nearly 200 youth at one time.
The plan of action under this initiative is:
• Upgrading equipment.
• Training of instructors and provide exposure to
them to the various Piaggio plant activities
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• Designing a transition course for students on
course completion for their seamless entry into
the industry.
• Apprenticeship opportunities for students of ITI
who have successfully completed their course.
“The upgrading of ITI Jamkhed’s equipment and
machinery along with relevant training and exposure
will help the rural youth gain the latest skillsets
required by the industry, which in turn will boost their
employability on one hand and also provide trained
and skilled human resource to the industry.”
Prasanna Navangul
DGM, Maintenance 2W, Manufacturing &
Technology, Piaggio India
“Our ITI will definitely be a model ITI now. Our
students will get the right industry exposure and will
gain a lot through our industry partner PVPL through
the imparting of the latest skillsets to our students
that are in demand especially in the auto sector.”
Jahagirdar Khalid Iqbal
Principal, ITI, Jamkhed
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IMPLEMENTATION PARTNERS
COVID HUMANITARIAN SUPPORT
Save the Children (BalRakshaBharat)
United Way, Mumbai
SOS Children’sVillages
Habitatfor Humanity
New Vision
Sanjeevani Institute for Empowerment & Development
Local administration
Sanjeevani Institute for Empowerment & Development ( SIED)
Watershed management; conservation of natural resources
Agastya International Foundation
Mobile Science Laboratory; Lab on Bike
Pune City Connect
Digital Literacy
Yuva Mitra
Barakhadi Express
Swayamsiddha Mahila Utkarsh Foundation (SMUF)
Water filtration systems
Lila Poonawalla Foundation
Empowering women pursuing engineering
VisionSpring foundation
Vision screening and prescription glasses for three-wheeler community
Sightsavers India
(Royal Commonwealth Society for the Blind)
Vision screening and prescription glasses for three-wheeler community
Buddy4StudyIndia foundation
Implementation platform for scholarship scheme
Save the Children
(Bal Raksha Bharat)
Supporting children on the streets
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TEAM OF PIAGGIO VOLUNTEERS
Name

Location

Project

Parshwendra Farsole

Baramati

All projects

Nitin Gupta

Pune

Mobile Science Laboratory, Shiksha Se Samriddhi,
Watershed Development, Skill Development

Pushkar Purohit

Pune

Mobile Science Laboratory, Barakhadi Express, Shiksha
Se Samriddhi, Skill Development

Avinash Shinde

Baramati

Watershed Development, Skill Development, Anmol
Drishti

Jebasingh Thavaraj

Pune

Mobile Science Laboratory, Barakhadi Express, Skill
Development

Sameer Shaikh

Baramati

Anmol Drishti, Watershed Development, ITI Jamkhed

Shridhar Mahulkar

Baramati

Mobile Science Laboratory, Barakhadi Express,
Watershed Development

Subhash Kulkarni

Baramati

Anmol Drishti, Making Invisibles Visible, Mobile
Science Laboratory

Akshay Taware

Baramati

Watershed Development, Skill Development

Avinash Buchke

Pune

Skill Development, Shiksha Se Samriddhi

Devesh Kumar

Pune

Shiksha Se Samriddhi, Mobile Science Laboratory

Kavita Chaudhari

Pune

Barakhadi Express, Watershed Development

Madhav Bodke

Baramati

Mobile Science Laboratory, Barakhadi Express

Tadi Rao

Baramati

Shiksha Se Samriddhi, Skill Development

Vikramsinh Chavan

Baramati

Mobile Science Laboratory, Barakhadi Express

Vishal Gupta

Pune

Mobile Science Laboratory, Shiksha Se Samriddhi

Ankit Tandon

Pune

Shiksha Se Samriddhi

Ankur Namdeo

Pune

Shiksha Se Samriddhi

Anshul Gupta

Hyderabad

Anmol Drishti

C S Tiwary

Jamshedpur

Shiksha Se Samriddhi

Chandrakant Kale

Baramati

Watershed Development

Devidas Rode

Pune

Making Invisibles Visible

Mayur Yeshi

Hyderabad

Shiksha Se Samriddhi

Pradeep Kumar

Pune

Shiksha Se Samriddhi

Pranoti Kulkarni

Baramati

Mobile Science Laboratory

Ranganatha R

Bangalore

Shiksha Se Samriddhi

Santosh Shinde

Baramati

Shiksha Se Samriddhi

Shubham Rahate

Pune

Making Invisibles Visible

Simanchal Biswal

Pune

Shiksha Se Samriddhi

Siva Patnaikuni

Hyderabad

Shiksha Se Samriddhi
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There was no need to leave home for drinking water.
And all of us could wash our hands as often as we
needed to protect our health. We feel safe and cared for.
Thank you, Piaggio!
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